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Optimization of the stream finishing process for mechanical surface
treatment by numerical and experimental process analysis
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1. Introduction

On the basis of fundamental parameters Hashimoto et al.
established a comparison of a broad range of abrasive-fine
finishing processes and correlated them with surface integrity
[1] revealing the potential of optimizing surface integrity due to
mass finishing treatment [2]. In order to improve surface integrity
of mechanical components a process design is mandatory which
requires a deep understanding of material removal mechanisms
depending on process parameters. Cutting and sliding effects occur
during the mass finishing treatment [1] determining material
removal Dm and leading both to plastic deformation effects and
therefore to the induction of compressive residual stresses and
work hardening into the sub-surface layer.

Preston theoretically and experimentally investigated a plate
glass polishing process [3] and proposed the hypothesis of a
proportionality between the material removal Dm and the product
of contact pressure p, relative velocity vrel and processing time
t. According to [1] for pressure-copying processes Preston’s
equation can be applied for the expression of the material removal
rate. Due to the fact that mass finishing processes represent a
group of pressure-copying processes the applicability of Preston’s
equation is valid [1]. However, Brocker [4] could not confirm the
validity of Preston’s law for the unguided vibratory finishing
process but a qualitative relationship between the power

is still unproven for mass finishing processes, P shows g
potential for process design and its correlation with sur
integrity. Furthermore, in order to describe material remo
mechanisms the knowledge of occurring contact forces 

velocities during mass finishing is mandatory. Besides [4], Yab
et al. [5] and Hashimoto et al. [2] for the unguided vibrat
finishing process as well as Ciampini et al. [6] for the gui
vibratory finishing process contributed to the understanding of
occurring material removal mechanisms. The measuremen
contact forces [2,4–6], velocities [4,6], contact modes [5] 

impact frequencies [6] were conducted by them. A correla
between process parameters and contact conditions was est
lished by [2,4,6]. Besides the surface topography further sur
states were not considered.

During mass finishing the media’s spatial flow forma
determined by process parameters and workpiece shape im
locally differing contact conditions which was shown by [6] for
guided vibratory finishing. However, a more complex spatial fl

formation due to impoundment effects is seen for the d
finishing process investigated by Uhlmann et al. [7] and the stre
finishing process investigated by Schulze et al. [8] and Kacaras e
[9] making the consideration of local contact conditions mand
ry. The discrete element method (DEM) proved the capabilit
locally describing the contact behavior between media 

workpiece but was only conducted with a significantly redu
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A B S T R A C T

The stream finishing process represents an efficient mass finishing process capable in mechanical sur
modification. In order to generate a deeper understanding of the cause-effect relationships, nor
forces, material removal and surface topography were analyzed and correlated for varied pro
parameters of disc-shaped AISI 4140 specimens. Local resolution of tangential velocities of the part
and normal forces on the workpiece’s surface were simulated using the discrete element method
defined process parameter configurations and were correlated with experimental results. A deep pro
understanding is accomplished enabling the process design for efficient surface smoothing and impro
residual stress depth distribution.
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g a
ore,
equivalent P = FN ∙ vrel, where FN stands for the normal force and
vrel was assumed to be the tangential velocity vt, and the material
removal was demonstrated. Despite the proportional relationship
tion

ent
se-
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amount of particles, yet [7] and Kang et al. [10]. However, in or
to describe the spatial flow formation during stream finishin
more realistic amount of particles is mandatory. Theref
approaches enabling an efficient and realistic process descrip
for mass finishing processes are necessary.

Scientific gaps mentioned will be closed within the pres
paper for disc shaped AISI 4140 specimen by investigating cau
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t relationships between process parameters, contact condi-
s and surface integrity during stream finishing. The conducted
rimental and simulative process analyses enable an advanced
erstanding for surface modification and process design
icable to mass finishing processes in general.

xperimental setup and discrete element modeling

or experiments a stream finishing machine SF1 68 (Otec
isionsfinish GmbH) was used. A high density sintered alumina
mic KXMA 16 with an average grain size of 1.7 to 2.4 mm
ted with water and compound SC15 served as media. Fig. 1
matically illustrates the stream finishing machine, the process
meters and the workpiece holder for the evaluation of

 Disc shaped, quenched and tempered AISI 4140 specimen
steel 1.7225) austenized at 850 �C, quenched in oil and
pered at 450 �C for 2 h with a diameter of 50 mm were finished.
rder to evaluate local FN piezo resistive force sensors
iForce A201, force range 0 to 111 N, Tekscan Inc.) were
ched at three different positions. One in the center of the disc
the two remaining sensors horizontally shifted at �17 mm. The
e signals were amplified and digitized at 32 Hz. A linear curve
as used for sensor calibration. Comparable sensor equipment
proven to be suitable to investigate contact forces during
atory finishing by Ref. [5]. In order to evaluate the influence of
ess parameters on local FN the height above the bowl bottom z,
otational speed n, the angle of immersion ’ and the workpiece
ntation g were varied over a broad parameter range (Table 1).
he radius of immersion r was kept constant at 270 mm in order
chieve the maximum possible relative flow velocity between
kpiece and media. Media distribution is influenced by the
ess parameters. Therefore, for each parameter configuration
media distribution was measured using a laser distance sensor

 a horizontal interval of 10 mm during finishing. Additionally,
l Dm at the pos. 1 to 3 were evaluated using a specifically
gned workpiece holder and attachable inserts with a diameter
4 mm enabling a proportion of 94% planar material removal to
dge rounding, characterized by white light interferometry.
hmetic average roughness Sa was analyzed with the same
pment as in Ref. [8] and a Gaussian filter of lL = 25 mm.
dual stress depth distributions were analyzed by X-ray stress
ysis analogously to Ref. [8].
he model was created in the Rocky DEM (ESSS) software by
racting the rotationally symmetrical processing bowl through
ear analogy channel with the same cross-section containing

 E6 particles. The particle movement is induced by moving
s, whereby the radial speed change within the bowl is modeled
pplying a corresponding speed profile. The characteristic
icle distribution over the cross-section of the bowl due to the
rifugal force is generated by the implementation of a

gravitational acceleration equivalent normal to the outer wall
derived from the occurring circumferential velocity and radius of
the bowl. Moreover, gravitational acceleration was implemented.
Symmetry planes are located at the open channel ends, whereby
outflowing media is returned to the calculation zone at the inlet of
the channel. The media is modeled by spheres with a diameter of
2 mm corresponding to the mean particle size. The bulk density
was determined to be 2310 kg m�3. For contact modeling a
hysteretic linear spring normal force model, a linear spring
coulomb tangential force model and an elastic plastic rolling
resistance model were used. The static and dynamic coefficients of
friction, the coefficient of restitution as well as the Young’s
modulus E basically correspond to dry alumina [11–13]. In order to
reduce computing time by increasing the required time step the
common simplification of reducing the particle’s Young’s modulus
[14,15] by a factor of 1 E3 was used. As a result significantly reduced
FN on the workpiece’s surface are calculated using the described
model. However, Stewart et al. [15] showed for the DEM simulation
of a granular flow that this significant downscaling provides
comparable particle’s velocity vectors and flow formation to
experiments. This implies the validity of the used DEM model for
qualitatively describing cause-effect relationships despite reduced
FN level under the premise of a constant factor of reduction
(addressed in Section 3.2). A correlation of simulatively deter-
mined local FN with experiments and simulated local vt values at
the workpiece’s surface were evaluated for enhanced interpreta-
tion of experiments in Section 3.2.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Normal force measurement and analysis

Fig. 2 illustrates the measured FN and effective depths of
immersion heff for the pos. 1 to 3 depending on the rotational speed
n, the height above the bowl bottom z and for constant angles of
immersion ’ and workpiece orientation g being both 0� (a).
Furthermore, the influence of heff on FN is illustrated (b).

Increasing FN and heff can be obtained for all positions with
decreasing z. FN at the pos. 1 and 2 show to be slightly affected by n
whereas forces at pos. 3 significantly increase with growing
n. Similar observations were made for ’ = 45� where comparable
maximum forces occur at highest heff and n. However, forces for
’ = 45� at n={30,50} min�1 turn out to be up to 30% higher
compared to ’ = 0� implying a decreasing effect of n for growing
’. Considering the change of the vectorial force distribution due to
growing ’, FN,45� = (

p
2⁄2) ∙ FN,0� is expected. Additionally, due to

the reduced projected area of the workpiece normal to the flow
direction reduced impoundment effects and thus a further
decrease of FN is expected. The discrepancy between measured
and expected results can be explained by the fact that the
 1
tigated parameter range.

cess parameter z/mm n/min�1 ’/� g/�

ted values 150 to 75 30 to 90 0 to 45 �50 to +50

. Schematic view of the stream finishing machine with process parameters and
orkpiece holder for the evaluation of local Dm.

Fig. 2. Measured local FN and heff depending on defined process parameters (a) and
local FN in dependency on heff with linear fits (b).
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workpiece orientation leads to a media flow deflection towards the
bowl bottom and thus to higher static pressure fields determined
by centrifugal and gravitational forces. As a result impoundment
effects increase leading to an increase of FN.

At pos. 3 the highest dependency of FN and heff on n is obtained
leading to an increasing force distribution on the workpiece’s
surface with growing n. The inhomogeneous FN and heff suggest a
proportionality between both process values. Fig. 2b shows a
clearer representation of the dependency between local FN and heff
for ’ = 0� and all tested n and z. The local dependency of both values
for each n can be described sufficiently good using a linear fit (R2

ranging from 0.94 to 0.99) showing similar slopes. A significantly
higher slope of a fit for the pos. 1 and 3 (exemplarily for
n = 90 min�1 and z = 75 mm) implies that the inhomogeneous FN
cannot be traced back to the inhomogeneous heff solely.
Consideration of local forces in combination with local velocities
is essential at this point for the explanation of this effect which is
addressed in Section 3.2.

The influence of g on local FN for both tested ’ are shown in
Fig. 3 for the parameter configuration showing highest FN in
Fig. 2a. Furthermore, simulatively determined normalized vr which
describe the local velocity vector components in r-direction of the
bowl for ’ = 0� and selected values of g are depicted (simulation
model is discussed in Section 3.2).

FN show comparable values depending on g for both ’ and are
thus consistent to the previously mentioned observation. Increas-
ing g analogously to increasing ’ leads to a forced flow deflection
due to workpiece orientation towards higher static pressure fields
resulting in increased FN. vr values indicate a transition of the flow
direction on the workpiece’s surface at g = 20�. For positive vr the
media flow is deflected towards the wall of the bowl and vice versa.
With increasing g a shift of the flow’s stagnation point (vr� 0) from
pos. 3 to 1 occurs leading to the peak of FN at pos. 3. Due to the shift
of the stagnation point and the correlation with FN an inversely
proportional relation between FN and vt in dependence on g is
expected. This hypothesis will be addressed in Section 3.2.

3.2. Discrete element simulation and correlation with experiments

According to Ref. [3] the consideration of FN and vt is mandatory
in order to describe process efficiency in terms of material removal
and effects described in Section 3.1. As occurring local vt are
practically hard to measure because of the media’s opaqueness and
the strong abrasive effects DEM simulations were conducted.
Fig. 4 shows simulated velocity vectors (a) and a comparison of
simulated and experimentally determined local FN for a single
condition (b) during stream finishing using the parameter
configuration showing highest FN in Fig. 2a exemplarily.

While the average flow direction shows comparable values i
direction varying flow directions in y-direction (local axis sys
of the workpiece) can be obtained in Fig. 4a. Flow directi
correlate well with experimentally determined groove directi
(Fig. 6b) and will be discussed in Section 3.3. For all param
configurations simulated FN were calculated to be 80 to 92% lo
than the experimentally determined FN. The small deviations of
factor of reduction imply the suitability of the model for 

qualitative description of cause-effect relationships. Simula
normalized FN and vt and corresponding normalized P du
stream finishing for defined process parameter configurations
illustrated in Fig. 5. Cause-effect relationships between exp
mentally (Section 3.1) and simulatively determined FN for ident
process parameter configurations show a strong consiste
While a slight tendency to an increase of vt can be obtained
growing n and z, results show vt to be significantly affected b
and g . Results indicate that the process parameters ’ and g al
the effective manipulation of occurring FN and vt and thus 

resulting mechanical loading during stream finishing. Loc
increasing vt and decreasing FN imply a local decrease
impoundment effects. Therefore, the inhomogeneous force dis
bution shown in Fig. 2b can be traced back to locally diffe
impoundment effects. Analysis of the power equivalent P = FN ∙ 

addressed in Section 3.3. An increase of g leads to growing FN at
pos. 1 and 2 while FN at pos. 3 shows a peak value and thu
consistent to the results in Fig. 3. The values of vt in dependence
g show an inversely proportional relation to FN which verifies
hypothesis stated in Section 3.1.

3.3. Material removal and surface integrity

Experimentally determined Dm at the pos. 1 to 3 and roughn
change after 20 min of stream finishing are depicted in Fig.

Fig. 3. Local FN depending on ’ and g with normalized vr for ’ = 0� .

Fig. 5. Simulated normalized FN and vt and corresponding P during stream finis
for defined process parameter configurations.
Fig. 4. Simulated velocity vectors (a) and a comparison of simulated and
experimentally determined local FN (b) during stream finishing with g = ’ = 0� ,
z = 75 mm and n = 90 min�1.

Fig. 6. Local Dm and roughness change for defined parameter configurations (a) and
surface texture directions for g = ’ = 0� , z = 75 mm and n = 90 min�1 (b) before and
after 20 min of finishing.
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6b illustrates the Fast Fourier Transform of 3-dimensional
ace topography measurements at different positions before
after 20 min of stream finishing using a polar diagram.

itionally, the groove direction range derived from heff for the
 1 to 3 are implemented.

 temporal change of material removal rate occurs during the
sient roughness period [8]. Therefore, in order to state a valid
parison of resulting Dm in dependence on process parameter
gurations, a processing time leading to a stationary roughness

 is mandatory. After 20 min of stream finishing roughness
ction occurs with a resulting Sa ranging between 0.05 to

 mm. Regardless significantly differing Dm for varying process
meters the resulting Sa values attain a stationary roughness

 for all tested parameter configurations.
hange in ’ or g leads to a reduction in projected area of the
kpiece normal to the flow direction of the media. Theoretically,
uadratic relation between p and the r-direction due to
centrifugal influence and a linear relation between p and the
ction towards the bowl bottom (decreasing z) due to the
itational influence is given. Therefore, forcing the media flow in
ncreasing radial direction, a larger pressure gradient and thus
er impoundment effects in comparison to a forced media flow in
irection of the bowl bottom occur. Despite the deflection of the
ia flow in depth direction impoundment effects are lower
pared to a frontal inflow (’ = g = 0�). This is in accordance with
increasing vt with increasing ’ and decreasing g (Fig. 5).
efore stream finishing, the workpiece was attached to the
kpiece holder with a vertically oriented groove direction.
 to the point symmetry of the texture directions to the origin,
polar diagram in Fig. 6b is displayed from 0� to 180�. The
ace shows different local preferred texture directions depend-
on the pos. a, 2 and b which correlate with simulated results
g. 4. The groove direction range of heff which can theoretically
een as the direction of the highest pressure gradient is largely
accordance with the experimentally determined texture
ctions.
ighest Dm values can be achieved by proficiently setting of ’
. The initial assumption of the applicability of Preston’s law is

 due to the presence of dominating planar material removal
ribed in Section 2 with a uniform pressure over the insert’s
act area. However, the P/Dm ratios show a percentage
dard deviation of nearly 68% from the mean value demon-
ting the hypothesis proposed by Ref. [3] not to be valid for the
am finishing process and confirm the results of Ref. [4]. In order
etermine the qualitative relation, Pearson correlation coeffi-
ts between the calculated P and measured Dm were calculated.
elation coefficients for pos. 1 to 3 ranging between 0.87 and
ow an evidence for linearity. For varied n at ’ = g = 0� both
es at pos. 3 show no strong correlation which can be traced

 to the relatively low Dm in combination with the standard
ations. However, P proves to be a valid qualitative measure for
and thus to asses process efficiency.
esidual stress (sRS) depth distributions measured at pos. 2 of
kpieces before and after stream finishing using parameter
gurations showing highest Dm are displayed in Fig. 7.
ssuming that P is a measure for the processing intensity and
hanical effects dominate (temperature effects are negligible),
er induced compressive sRS are expected with increasing P in
ogy to an increasing processing intensity [9]. Considering that

depth distributions are only reasonable down to a depth of 5 mm
because electrochemical polishing has an accuracy of �2 mm
which accumulates per depth step, the above mentioned
assumption can clearly be confirmed.

4. Conclusion

A comprehensive correlation between process parameters,
local contact conditions and surface integrity was established for
disc shaped AISI 4140 specimen during stream finishing using the
synergy of experimental and simulative analyses. Results enable an
advanced process understanding regarding cause-effect relation-
ships and contribute to an advanced process design for surface
modification by means of mass finishing treatment in general.
Following key findings can be stated:

� Preston’s law did not show to be applicable but the power
equivalent P = FN ∙ vt proved to be a valid qualitative measure for
Dm and induced compressive residual stresses sRS and thus to
assess process efficiency.

� For a process design the local consideration is mandatory due to
an inhomogeneous FN and vt distribution related to impound-
ment effects. These can be effectively influenced by the angle of
immersion ’ and the workpiece orientation g influencing FN and
vt and thus the resulting mechanical loading and process
efficiency.

� Local FN showed to be a linear function of the effective depth of
immersion heff arising from the increasing static pressure. An
increase of n per se leads to an increase of FN and vt due to an
increase of the kinetic energy of particles but can locally be
compensated by impoundment effects.
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